We suggest that the extrinsic curvature and torsion of a bosonic string can be employed as variables in a two dimensional Landau-Ginzburg gauge field theory. Their interpretation in terms of the abelian Higgs multiplet leads to two different phases. In the phase with unbroken gauge symmetry the ground state describes open strings while in the phase with broken gauge symmetry the ground state involves closed strings. When we allow for an additional abelian gauge structure along the string, we arrive at an interpretation in terms of the two dimensional SU(2) Yang-Mills theory.
In the Wilsonian approach to renormalization group equations the Polyakov action [1] is a relevant term for describing the high energy limit of a bosonic string. But at lower energies there can be corrections such as the extrinsic curvature term [2] . Here we shall be interested in additional corrections that emerge from the extrinsic geometry of the string and that may affect its low energy behaviour. For definiteness we consider a bosonic string in three spatial dimensions; Even though the quantization of the Polyakov action dictates D=26, the role of a critical dimension becomes less obvious when higher order corrections are included. This is because such corrections in general fail to be conformally invariant on the worldsheet. We shall suggest that in three spatial dimensions the extrinsic geometry leads to effective two dimensional Landau-Ginzburg gauge field theories, such as the abelian Higgs model and the SU(2) Yang-Mills theory. The abelian Higgs model with its two distinct phases is particularly interesting. We propose that the phase with unbroken gauge symmetry is natural for describing open strings. The phase where the U(1) gauge symmetry becomes spontaneously broken is then more natural for describing closed strings. In this phase the Polyakov action admits an interpretation as the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field, it gives a mass to the two dimensional vector field. Finally, we consider the extrinsic geometry of a bosonic string when equipped with an additional U(1) gauge structure. Now the quantities that describe the string can be combined into the two dimensional SU(2) Yang-Mills field.
We start from the static limit of the 3+1 dimensional classical bosonic string action
We choose a proper time gauge where the world sheet coordinate t becomes proportional to X 0 , thus in the static limit the t ∝ X 0 dependence can be ignored. The remaining spatial variables X i (σ) (i = 1, 2, 3) then describe the string as a curve which is embedded in R 3 . We choose σ so that it coincides with the R 3 arc-length of the string,
Here L is the (variable) total length of the string in R 3 , a remnant of the modular parameters on the string world sheet. The static energy now reduces to
Note that the energy of the string depends only on the string tension µ 2 and the (modular) length L.
The three component unit vector
is tangent to the curve X i (s) in R 3 . Together with the unit normal n and the unit binormal b = t × n we then have an orthonormal frame in R 3 , at each point along the string. In terms of the complex combination e
(n ± ib) these vectors are subject to the Frenet equations
Here κ is the extrinsic curvature and τ is the torsion of the string,
Notice that we write κ ± to distinguish the two different but equivalent representations of the curvature in terms of the complex Frenet frame (t, e ± F ). Obviously any physical property of the string should be independent of the choice of basis vectors on the normal planes. Instead of the Frenet combination e ± F we may then introduce an arbitrary complex orthonormal frame e ± that relates to the Frenet frame e ± F by a rotation with an angle θ(s) on the normal planes,
This rotation sends κ ± to the complex conjugate pair
while for the torsion we get
In (9,10) we identify the gauge transformation structure of a two dimensional abelian Higgs multiplet (φ, A i ): The frame rotation (8) corresponds to a static U(1) gauge transformation, κ + together with its complex conjugate κ − corresponds to the complex scalar field φ ∼ κ + and τ to the spatial component A 1 ∼ τ of the U(1) gauge field in the static A 0 = 0 gauge. Since the physical properties of the string are independent of the local frame, they should remain invariant under the U(1) transformations (9,10). In partcular any Landau-Ginzburg energy of the string which involves the multiplet (κ + , τ ) ∼ (φ, A 1 ) should be U(1) gauge invariant. The abelian Higgs model admits two different phases. Consequently we have two alternatives for the static U(1) invariant Landau-Ginzburg energy. We first consider the phase where the gauge symmetry remains unbroken. It is described by the following Landau expansion
In the ground state the average value of local curvature along the string vanishes,
Since L = 0 this means that in the ground state the string can not form a closed curve. Consequently this phase is appropriate for describing open strings. Note that the first two terms in (11) reproduce the rigid string action of [2] , and the third term is a higher derivative correction. Consequently we expect that (11) describes strings in the same universality class with the action in [2] . The phase where the gauge symmetry becomes broken by the Higgs effect can be described by the following Landau-Ginzburg energy,
Notice that unlike in (11), now we do not introduce (1) explicitely. This term is already contained in the field independent part of the potential in (13) which according to (2) can be rewritten as
In particular the (static) string action (1) is proportional to the ground state expectation value of the complex Higgs scalar φ,
With a 2 = 0 we have spontaneous symmetry breaking, and (13) describes the string in a phase which is different from that described by (11). Notice that in the ground state (14) the energy (13) vanishes. In particular, this ground state energy is independent of the length (modular parameter) L. The U(1) gauge invariant variables (ρ, C) are defined by φ = ρe
In terms of these we have for the energy
The variable ρ describes the curvature of the string, and C describes the (frame independent) torsion. There is an interplay between the parameters L and a and the ground state geometry of the string: When L·a = 2πn the ground state of the string has ρ 2 = a and C = 0 which corresponds to a circular planar unknot in R 3 . For other values of L · a the ground state geometry becomes more involved. With L · a ≥ 2π the ground state string can form a closed curve in R 3 , and the Landau-Ginzburg energy (13) is appropriate for describing closed strings. But for 0 < L · a < 2π the ground state string with vanishing energy is an open, bent string.
The phase factor χ in (15) is defined modulo 2πk, with k an integer. In the abelian Higgs model this integer labels the different instanton vacua. In the present case k counts the number of times the (normal frame of the) string rotates around its axis when we move once around the string. Since χ is absent in (16) these rotations of the normal frame have no effect to the energy. In order to relate the strings with a different k with the instanton vacua, we add to the arc-length s an additional coordinate t which we view as the Euclidean time coordinate and extend (13) to the abelian Higgs model
We interpret this as the (covariantized) Euclidean time dependent action for the string worldsheet, it clearly reduces to (13) for static strings in the A 0 = 0 gauge. This action supports two dimensional vortices as instantons. We assume that L · a = 2π so that the ground state string is a circular planar unknot; it corresponds to a vacuum state of the Higgs action (17). We introduce an instanton that interpolates between two such ground state string vacua at t = ±T → ±∞ with different integers k. The instanton has a nontrivial first Chern character (= integer m), and in the A 0 = 0 gauge
This coincides with the difference in the integers k that count the number of times the frames of the ground state strings at t = ±T rotate around their axis when we move once around the strings. In general the string can self-link, and in particular a closed string can form a knot. The Calugareanu theorem [3] states that the (integer valued) self-linking number Lk of a knotted string K equals the sum of its twist T w and writhe W r,
This resembles an index theorem for the instanton in the abelian Higgs model (17). For this we consider a Seifert surface S of K. This a smooth orientable Riemann surface in R 3 with one boundary component that coincides with the string K. We re-interpret (17) as a (static) Hamiltonian on the Seifert surface, with κ ± and τ appropriately extended into an abelian Higgs multiplet (φ, A i ) on S so that τ coincides with the component of A i which is tangential to K along the boundary of S, and φ is equal to κ + on the boundary. We define a two dimensional Dirac operator / D = γ a e 
Presumably this coincides with the Calugareanu relation: The self-linking of the string equals the index of the Dirac operator, its twist equals the integral of F = dA over the Seifert surface, and the writhe coincides with the η-invariant of the boundary Dirac operator. Notice that the twist can also be interpreted physically, as the magnetic flux through the Seifert surface.
Similarly various other properties of the abelian Higgs model can be interpreted in terms of string geometry. Instead we now proceed to a relation with the two dimensional SU(2) Yang-Mills field. For this we again consider the evolution of a string in R 3 , amending the arc-length s with a Euclidean (time) coordinate t. We extend κ ± and τ into this two dimensional space by interpreting both as (spatial) s-components of two dimensional vector fields, κ ± i and τ i (i = s, t) respectively. The t-components of these vector fields are obtained by considering the t-evolution of the local frame vectors (t, n, b) and setting
The t-evolution of the string parametrizes a two dimensional worldsheet X i (s, t) in R 3 , determined by the motion of an initial string K 1 at t 1 into a final string K 2 at t 2 . For each t ∈ (t 1 , t 2 ) the tangent vector t(s, t) maps the ensuing curve X i (s, t) onto a unit circle S 1 ∈ R 3 . The t dependence of t(s, t) then parametrizes a family of such circles on the surface of a two-sphere S We now generalize the present construction, by interpreting t as a unit normal of an arbitrary (genus 0) two dimensional surface G ∈ R 3 instead of the sphere S 2 t . The curvature tensor B a b of G is an arbitrary symmetric matrix so that its eigenvalues, the two principal curvatures β a → λ a of G are also arbitrary,
We combine these eigenvalues of the extrinsic curvature tensor on G into the complex λ ± = λ 1 ± iλ 2 and generalize (19) from S 2 t into G which amounts to
We now have an additional U(1) stucture, corresponding to frame rotations on the tangent plane of G. This sends
The vector ψ ± i is then invariant under a diagonal U + (1) ∈ U(1)×U(1) transformation where we compensate a frame rotation (8) with an opposite frame rotation (23) on G, with θ+ϕ = 0. But ψ ± i is a charged vector field under the remaining U − (1) ∈ U(1)×U(1), with angle θ − ϕ. A Landau-Ginzburg action of the string should be invariant under these frame rotations. For this we introduce a gauge vector C i such that C i → C i − ∂ i ϕ under (23). We then define
The (ψ ± i , B i ) is then a charged vector multiplet which is invariant under the U + (1) combination of frame rotations and gauged under the U − (1) combination of frame rotations. Notice the dual structure between the two U(1) frame rotations, in particular the multiplets (τ i , κ ± i ) and (C i , η ± ) can be viewed as electric and magnetic dual variables. We denote
where the (3, ±) refer to the SU(2) Lie algebra in the Cartan basis. This defines a twodimensional SU(2) Yang-Mills multiplet which involves six independent field degrees of freedom. This equals the number of field degrees of freedom in a generic two dimensional SU(2) Yang-Mills gauge field, consequently we identify (25) as the (decomposed) components of the full D=2 SU(2) Yang-Mills field; see [4] . In particular, the two dimensional Yang-Mills action can now be viewed as a Landau-Ginzburg action to describe the extrinsic geometry of a 3+1 dimensional (closed) bosonic string that admits an additional U(1) structure which emerges when we extend S 2 t to G. In conclusion, we have investigated the extrinsic geometry of bosonic strings in 3+1 dimensions. In particular, we have proposed that the extrinsic curvature and torsion can be viewed as variables in a two dimensional gauge field theory. This yields the abelian Higgs model as a Landau-Ginzburg description of the string, with its two phases relating to open and closed strings in a rather natural fashion. Furthermore, if we allow for an additional U(1) structure along the string, we can also interpret the two dimensional SU(2) Yang-Mills theory as a Landau-Ginzburg action of a 3+1 dimensional strings.
